
Minutes 

Town of Belmont 

Select Board 

Joint Meeting with the School Committee 

Virtual Meeting on Zoom 

Wednesday, June 24, 2020 

7:00pm 

CALL TO ORDER: 

A meeting of the Select Board was called to order at 7:00pm by Chair Roy Epstein. Vice Chair Tom Caputo 

and Select Board member Adam Dash were present. 

The meeting was joint with the School Committee to interview candidates for a vacant School Committee 

position. The School Committee called itself to order at 7:02pm. Catherine Bowen, Amy Checkoway, 

Michael Crowley and Tara Donner were present. Chair Andrea Prestwich joined the meeting shortly after 

it was called to order, due to technical difficulties. 

ACTION BY CONSENT: 

Interview for School Committee appointment and vote select finalists 

Chair Epstein explained the format for the interviews. Each candidate would be given two minutes for an 

opening statement. Next, the candidates would respond to two predetermined questions, one minute 

allowed for each question - all the candidates would answer the first question prior to moving onto the 

second. Finally, each candidate would give a one minute closing statement. Following this, there would 

be a chance for discussion among the School Committee and Select Board prior to voting. To vote, each 

member of the School Committee and Select Board would send an email (in real time) to Chair Epstein 

and Chair Prestwich listing their top five choices; once all the emails had been received, results would be 

read aloud into the record and votes tallied. The top five vote getters would move onto a more in-depth 

interview the following evening. 

Originally there had been fifteen applicants for the position, however three had withdrawn. The twelve 

remaining candidates present at the meeting were: Vicki Amalfitano, Seetha Burtner, Evelyn Gomez, 

Elizabeth Goss, Elizabeth Killeen, Jeff Liberty, Haixi Liu, Meghan Moriarty, Peter Pantazopoulos, Shirish 

Ranjit, Pamela Schmidt, and Jessica Whited. 

Opening statements: The candidates provided opening statements, summarized in brief below. 

Amalfitano: Three year Belmont resident. Professional background as healthcare 

administrator/executive and educator. Experience with complex bureaucracy, complex workforce 

situations, and improving outcomes with reduced resources. Currently doing consulting work 

part-time, allowing for time to serve on the Committee. Recent experience transitioning to 

remote learning as a teacher of a healthcare marketing course at Harvard. Bring talents, energy 

and perspective as a newcomer to Belmont. 
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